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iCharge-TrioModel Name :  Barcode : Promate Technologies Ltd. www.promate.net sales@promate.netmarketing@promate.net
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iCharge-Trio. Black:  6959144065267
iCharge-Trio. Blue:    6959144065274
iCharge-Trio. White: 6959144065281

Certifications:

Packaging Content :
iCharge-Trio & User Guide

Colors :
Black, Blue & White

Introducing the iCharge-Trio, your all-in-one charging solution. With its versatile USB-C input and three 
output connectors, including Lightning, Apple Watch charger, and USB-C connector for your Apple devices 
and other compatible devices. simultaneous charging of multiple devices is effortless. Experience rapid 
charging at 60W Power Delivery while enjoying seamless data transfer at 480Mbps. The durable fabric 
braided cable ensures longevity and tangle-free usage, while its generous 150cm length offers flexibility. 
Say goodbye to cable clutter with our streamlined design, simplifying your charging experience. Elevate 
your style and stay powered up with the iCharge-Trio, where convenience meets innovation.

Versatile Charging Options: 
With one USB-C input and three output connectors, including 
USB-C, Lightning, and Apple Watch charger, the iCharge-Trio 
ensures compatibility with a wide range of devices, allowing 
users to charge multiple devices simultaneously.

Rapid Charge & Sync Experience:
With 60W Power Delivery, the iCharge-Trio ensures rapid 
charging for all devices. Its multi-device capability stream-
lines the charging process, eliminating the need for multiple 
cables. Additionally, it supports data sync and charge func-
tions, offering a seamless and efficient user experience.

High-Speed Data Transfer:
With a data transfer speed of 480Mbps, users can seamlessly 
sync files, photos, and videos between their devices, enhanc-
ing productivity and convenience.

Durable and Tangle-Free Design:
The fabric braided cable not only provides durability and 
longevity but also prevents tangling, ensuring hassle-free 
usage and storage.

Extended Cable Length:
With a generous cable length of 150cm, the iCharge-Trio 
offers flexibility and convenience, allowing users to charge 
their devices comfortably from a distance.

Simplified Charging Experience:
As a multi-device charging cable, the iCharge-Trio stream-
lines the charging process by eliminating the need for multi-
ple cables, reducing clutter, and simplifying charging 
stations.

Premium Quality and Design:
Designed with user convenience and satisfaction in mind, 
the iCharge-Trio combines advanced technology with 
premium materials to deliver a reliable and stylish charging 
solution.

Specfications


